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1 Introduction

The neuronal mechanisms of general anaesthesia are still poorly understood though

the induction of analgesia, amnesia, immobility and loss of consciousness by anaes-

thetic agents is well-established in hospital practice. To shed some light onto these

mysterious effects, the last decades have focussed mainly onto the study of molec-

ular effects of agents and their relation to anaesthetic end points. Then, a decade

ago Steyn-Ross et al. were one of the first who studied the anaesthetic effects by

a mathematical model of a neural population1. This model assumed a single neural

population, i.e. a single brain area, that might experience external stochastic stimuli,

e.g. from other populations. Although this model could not reproduce experimental

data in all details, it gave a rather simple answer to the question of the origin of the

loss of consciousness (LOC) during anaesthesia.

The success of this first model triggered the development of other mathematical

models that consider different features of neural populations than the ones in the

model of Steyn-Ross et al. and hence allow other answers to the question of LOC.

The present work introduces a new rather simple model of neural population activity

that shares properties with previous models and introduces others, see the following

sections for more details. By virtue of its mathematical simplicity, it is the hope that

it might serve as a basic model for general anaesthesia that may be extended easily

by further neural functions while retaining its simple structure.

In hospital practice, typically a perioperative information management system

is set up, e.g. to store medical records of patients and to manage different medi-

cal treatments during the patients stay (see Longnecker et al (2008), chapter 28).

The system stores the physiological records extracted from monitoring systems that
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measure certain medical variables. The origin of the word monitor is the Latin word

monere that means to warn. Indeed, one of the important roles of monitoring is to

alert the anaesthesist of changes in the patients’ conditions. In addition, the moni-

toring system allows to use the information received to modify therapeutic interven-

tions and hence to regulate and control the medical treatment of the patient. Such

information may come from hemodynamic monitoring which measures e.g. arterial

blood pressure, respiratory monitoring or intraoperative neurologic monitoring. The

latter monitor detects electric activity on the scalp, the so-called electroencephalo-

gram (EEG), that allows to reveal information on neural activity. The present work

focusses on some anaesthetic-induced effects on the EEG.

The medical EEG may be classified into two subtypes, cf. chapter 32 in (Long-

necker et al, 2008). Desynchronous EEG exhibits rather large frequencies with

low amplitudes, which result from small groups of mutually active neurons. This

EEG pattern is contrasted by synchronous EEG showing low frequencies with large

amplitudes which are assumed to result from large populations of cortical neu-

rons that are triggered by thalamic stimulation (Amzica and Steriade, 1998). The

desynchronous EEG occurs when the subject is awake or during Rapid Eye Move-

ment (REM)-sleep, while the synchronous EEG is observed during non-REM sleep,

cerebral ischemia, sedation or anaesthesia. To detect the loss of consciousness in

patients, the anaesthesist is interested in the change from desynchronous to syn-

chronous EEG. To this end, typically the bispectral index BIS is computed indicat-

ing the depth of anaesthesia (Rampil, 1998). The decision at which index value the

subject is unconscious is based on experience but the index range is limited. Typi-

cal BIS-values of the points of loss of consciousness are between 40 and 60 while

BIS=100 and BIS≪ 40 mean fully awake and deep anaesthesia, respectively.

Increasing the administered dose of anaesthetic agent increases its blood plasma

concentration and the EEG changes from desynchronous to synchronous EEG and

the corresponding power spectrum may exhibit a bi-phasic behavior: at low agent

concentration the power in certain frequency bands increase and finally decreases

again for larger agent concentrations. This bi-phasic behavior can be found in the

δ−, θ−, α− and β− frequency band and the BIS is based on the power relation

between these frequency bands. Since the BIS indicates well the loss of conscious-

ness, the bi-phasic power spectrum is supposed to play an important role for the

understanding of neural activity during anaesthesia.

To better understand the neural origin of the bi-phasic behavior of EEG, theo-

retical models have been developed. Such models describe mathematically the ac-

tivity of a single neural population, cf. the chapters of Steyn-Ross et al., Liley et

al. and Molaee-Ardekani et al. in this book. In brief, the original model approach

of Steyn-Ross et al (2004) proposes the change of activity resting states as the decid-

ing mechansim during the loss of consciousness and explains the bi-phasic behavior

by this state change. The original models of Liley and Bojak (2005) and Molaee-

Ardekani et al (2007) describe mathematically the bi-phasic behavior without a state

change, but do not explain the loss of consciousness.

The model presented in this chapter differs mathematically from the previous

ones and explains the bi-phasic behavior without a state change, but takes into ac-
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count the possible state change. To illustrate this result, the subsequent section in-

troduces the neural activity model and explains its difference to previous models

in some detail. Then the synaptic effect of the anaesthetic agent propofol and its

implementation into the model is discussed in subsection 2.2, followed by a brief

analytical study of the number of resting states. Finally the last paragraphs in this

section outlines the derivation of the systems’ power spectrum and discusses the

bi-phasic behavior found in the model activity. The last section summarizes the

achieved results.

2 A neural population model

The present work considers an ensemble of neurons on a mesoscopic spatial scale

in the range of cortical macrocolumns, i.e. on a spatial scale of some millimeters.

It considers pyramidal cells and interneurons, and consequently involves excitatory

and inhibitory synapses. Both types of synapses may occur on dendritic branches of

both cell types. In the following, we consider excitatory synapses (abbreviated by e)

at excitatory (E) and inhibitory cells (I) and take into account inhibitory synapses

(i) at both cell types.

Moreover, by virtue of the large number of neurons in the ensemble the activity

of synapses and neurons are treated as averages over the population in small spatial

patches and short time windows, see e.g. (Hutt and Atay, 2005; Gerstner and Kistler,

2002). The mean postsynaptic potentials (PSP) at excitatory cells in a spatial patch

at spatial location x and at time t is denoted VE,s(x, t) and originates from excita-

tory (s = e) or inhibitory (s = i) synapses which receive spiking activity from other

pre-synaptic neurons. Similarly, the PSPs VI,s(x, t) are evoked at inhibitory cells by

pre-synaptic activity at excitatory (s = e) or inhibitory (s = i) synapses.

The four PSPs are modelled by

VN,e(x, t)−V r
N =

∫ t

−∞
he(t − t ′)PE(x, t ′) dt ′

VN,i(x, t)−V r
N =

∫ t

−∞
hi(t − t ′)PI(x, t

′) dt ′
(1)

with N = E for excitatory cells and N = I for inhibitory cells, V r
N is the resting

potential of neurons of type N and PE and PI denote the pre-synaptic mean pulse

activity originating from excitatory and inhibitory cells, respectively. Here we as-

sume that axonal connections from excitatory cells terminate at excitatory synapses

only, which holds true for over 80 percent of excitatory cells (Nunez, 1995). Fur-

ther he(t) and hi(t) represent the mean synaptic response functions of excitatory and

inhibitory synapses and read (Koch, 1999)
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he(t) = ae

α1α2

α2 −α1

(

e−α1t − e−α2t
)

(2)

hi(t) = ai f (p)
β1(p)β2

β2 −β1(p)

(

e−β1(p)t − e−β2t
)

. (3)

with the temporal rates of the excitatory and inhibitory synapses α1,2 and β1,2, re-

spectively. This formulation of the mean synaptic response involves the various time

scales of the synaptic response to an incoming spike, such as the membrane time

constant of the dendrite, the voltage-dependent conductance change of the mem-

brane (see e.g. Koch (1999), p.18) and the propagation delays along the dendritic

tree (see e.g. Koch (1999), pp. 49). The parameter p ≥ 1 in Eq. (3) denotes a weight-

ing factor which reflects the propofol concentration and f (p) quantifies the propofol

action on the inhibtiory synapses. This formulation considers the synaptic effects of

propofol only. In addition, ae and ai denote the level of excitation and inhibition,

respectively.

Equations (1) give the mean synaptic responses in the ensemble and thus repre-

sent averages over all microscopic details of the synapto-dendritic system in the en-

semble. Hence, the model does not take into account explicitely microscopic prop-

erties of synapses but consider their effect in the population.

For convenience, we may re-scale the time by t →√
α1α2 t and Eqs. (1) are re-

written as (Hutt and Longtin, 2009)

L̂e

(

VN,e(x, t)−V r
N

)

= aePE(x, t) (4)

L̂i(p)

(

VN,i(x, t)−V r
N

)

= ai f (p)ω2
0 (p)PI(x, t) . (5)

with the temporal operator L̂s = ∂ 2/∂ t2 + γs∂/∂ t +ω2
s , s = e, i and

ω2
e = 1 , ωi = ω2

0 (p) = β1(p)β2/α1α2

γe =
√

α1/α2 +
√

α2/α1 , γi = (β1(p)+β2)/
√

α1α2 .

To model the pre-synaptic mean pulse activity PE(x, t),PI(x, t) at spatial location

x subjected to the firing activity of other neurons at spatial location y, we assume

spatially homogeneous synaptic interactions via axonal branches with

PN(x, t) = KN ∗SN [V −ΘN ]

=
∫

Ω
KN(x− y)SN

[

V

(

y, t − |x− y|
v

)

−ΘN

]

dy.

This ansatz considers a one-dimensional neural population embedded in the spa-

tial domain Ω with periodic boundary conditions. Moreover v denotes the fi-

nite conduction speed of axonal connections. The functionals SE [·], SI [·] repre-

sent the somatic firing function of excitatory and inhibitory cells which have a

sigmoidal shape (Freeman, 1979). The firing rate functions SE , SI are chosen to
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SN(V ) = Sm/(1 + exp(−cN(V −ΘN))) and depend on the difference of the PSPs

VE,e −VE,i and VI,e −VI,i, respectively, since the corresponding synaptically evoked

post-synaptic currents sum up at the neuron somata, cf. (Freeman, 1992; Hutt and

Longtin, 2009). Moreover ΘE , ΘI denote the corresponding mean firing thresholds.

The synapses respond to cells which are located at different spatial locations and the

functions KE , KI account for the corresponding spatial nonlocal connectivity. They

represent the probability density of connections from excitatory and inhibitory cells

to excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively. This definition requires the nor-

malisation to unity, i.e.
∫

Ω KE,I(x)dx = 1. Then Eqs. (4), (5) read (Hutt and Longtin,

2009)

L̂e

(

Ve(x, t)−V r
E

)

= aeKE ∗SE

[

Ve(x, t)−Vi(x, t)−ΘE

]

L̂i(p)

(

Vi(x, t)−V r
E

)

= ai f (p)ω2
0 (p)KI ∗SI

[

Ve(x, t)−Vi(x, t)−ΘI

] (6)

with the excitatory and inhibitory PSPs now defined as Ve = VE,e and Vi = VE,i.

Eqs. (6) are the final evolution equations of the neural activity, while the action of

propofol is considered in L̂i(p), f (p) and ω2
0 (p).

2.1 Yet another model ?

The neural field model (6) defines some basic elements of neural interactions in

populations to describe the spectral properties in general anaesthesia. Other pop-

ulation models consider different neural interactions. Several of these models are

based on the model of Liley et al (1999), see also the corresponding chapter in this

book. This model considers a continuous spatial mean-field of neurons in one or

two spatial dimensions, synapses and axonal connections and where the synapses

and neurons may be excitatory and inhibitory. This mean-field represents the spa-

tial average in a neural population description similar to the present work and thus

averages the spiking activity of single neurons using a sigmoidal population firing

rate. The firing activity is assumed to spread diffusively via a damped activity wave

along the axonal trees and terminates at pre-synaptic terminals. The wave speed of

this axonal wave is set to the mean axonal conduction speed and hence assumes a

volume conduction mechanisms for the spread along axonal fibers. At the synaptic

terminals the incoming pre-synaptic activity evokes the temporal synaptic response

on the dendritic trees according to the dynamics of a single synapse, i.e. treating

the membrane as an RC-circuit with a time-dependent conductance, see e.g. (Koch,

1999). Consequently the model neglects the spatial extension of dendritic trees due

to this explicit model of single synapse responses.

The model considered in the present work is similar to the model of Liley et

al. in several aspects but differs in some other important elements. In contrast to

the Liley-model the presented model considers a population of synapses on den-
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dritic trees (Koch, 1999) and the passive activity spread on dendrites (Agmon-Sir

and Segev, 1993). To cope with the various delay distributions caused by the spa-

tial distribution of synapses on the dendritic branches, the present model considers

an average synaptic population response which obeys an average synaptic response

function. In addition the present work models the activity transmission along axonal

trees by taking into account the spatial probability density of axonal connections.

This contrasts to the Liley-model, that assumes a volume conduction mechanism

for the activity spread along the axonal branch. Interestingly, previous theoretical

studies have shown that the mathematical treatment of connection probability den-

sities extends the damped activity wave considered in the model of Liley et al. to

nonlocal interactions, cf. (Coombes et al, 2007; Hutt, 2007).

Previous studies have explained the bi-phasic behavior in the EEG power spec-

trum by different mechanisms. Steyn-Ross et al (2004) support the idea that the

bi-phasic spectrum and the LOC result from a first-order phase transition in the

population. This phase transition reflects a sudden disappearance of the system’s

resting state accompanied by a jump to another resting state. The associated jump in

state activity has been interpreted as the sudden loss of consciousness as observed

in experiments, see the corresponding chapter in this book. In contrast, Bojak and

Liley (2005) showed in an extensive numerical study of a slightly different model

that such a phase transition is not necessary to reproduce bi-phasic power changes,

but did not suggest a mechanism for the occurrence of LOC. Moreover Molaee-

Ardekani et al (2007) introduced the idea of slow adaptive firing rates which ex-

plains the bi-phasic spectrum and LOC without a phase transition, see the corre-

sponding chapter in this book. The present model aims to show that the bi-phasic

power spectrum is not restricted to a spcific mechanism but may occur in the pres-

ence of both a single state, multiple states without an additional adaptive firing.

Summarizing, the model presented here simplifies specific aspects of the dynam-

ics in single neurons but takes into account the major features. These features are the

nonlinear gain of cells originating from the distribution of the neurons firing thresh-

old, the synaptic response function covering the diverse properties of synapses and

dendritic compartements, and the spatial and temporal aspects of axonal branches.

By virtue of these simplifications, the model is mathematically less complex than

the Liley-model since it has less parameters. This aspect allows for an analytical

treatment of the model and, consequently, the analytical derivation of conditions for

physiological parameters. The work aims to show that these elements are sufficient

to describe the macroscopic dynamics of the neural population. This idea is sup-

ported by the marvellous work of Roxin et al (2006), who showed that neural field

models may capture the macroscopic activity of a population of spiking neurons.

2.2 Synaptic anaesthetic effect

Our work focusses on the action of the anaesthetic agent propofol, which is a widely-

applied anesthetic drug (Marik, 2004). It affects the cognitive abilities of subjects,
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such as the response to auditory stimuli (Kuizenga et al, 2001) or pain (Andrews

et al, 1997) and acts mainly on GABAA receptors, i.e. changes the response of in-

hibitory synapses. In detail, increasing the blood concentration of propofol yields

an increase of the charge transfer in synaptic GABAA-receptors and increases the

decay time constant of their synaptic response function (Kitamura et al, 2002).

The current model approach describes mathematically the effect of varying prop-

erties of inhibitory synapses on the spatio-temporal dynamics of the neural ensem-

bles, while the origin of such variations are the anaesthetic actions of propofol.

Specifically, increasing the concentration of propofol prolongs the temporal de-

cay phase of inhibitory GABAA synapses and increases the charge transfer in these

synapse. In addition, the height of the synaptic response function is maintained for

different propofol concentrations (Kitamura et al, 2002) in a good approximation.

To implement a similar behavior in our model, the factor p introduced in Eq. (3)

reflects the target concentration of propofol in the neural population with p = 1 for

vanishing propofol concentration. Since the function f (p) introduced in Eq. (3) is

set to affect the charge transfer in the inhibitory synapses, we choose the inhibitory

charge transfer at vanishing propofol concentration such that f (p = 1) = 1, and

identify the mean charge transfer with the level of the synaptic excitation or inhibi-

tion, cf. (Hutt and Longtin, 2009). Moreover, the model assumes that increasing p

reflects an increasing propofol concentration which decreases the inhibitory decay

rate by β1(p) = β 0
1 /p with β 0

1 denoting the inhibitory decay rate in the absence of

propofol. Consequently, p = (1/β1)/(1/β 0
1 ) represents the percentile increase of

the inhibitory decay time constant. To mimic these assumption mathematically, we

implement

f (p) = r−r/(r−1) (rp)rp/(rp−1) , r = β2/β1 (7)

which guarantees a constant height of the impulse response function hi(t) and re-

flects an increasing charge transfer of the inhibitory synapse f (p) with increasing

p. Typically the decay phase of the synaptic response curve is much longer than its

rise phase, i.e. β1 ≪ β2, r ≫ 1 and thus f (p) ≈ p.

To investigate the validity of the model assumptions, we consider experimental

results on the synaptic response of GABAA-synapses measured in-vitro in cultured

cortical neurons of rats (Kitamura et al, 2002). Figure 1(a) shows the mean values p

obtained experimentally at GABAA-synapses subject to the propofol concentration

c, together with the extreme values of p at the borders of the error bars. The depen-

dence of the percentile increase of the decay time constant p on the concentration

c is set to p(c) = k1 ∗ ln(k2 + k3 ∗ c) and the constants k1, k2, k3 are mean-least

square fitted to the experimental data. In addition Fig.1(b) gives the corresponding

mean and extreme values of the normalized charge transfer ct(c) obtained exper-

imentally. This function is mean least-square fitted to ct(c) = k4 ∗ ln(k5 + k6 ∗ c)
with the constants k4, k5, k6. Then the normalized charge transfer subjected to the

factor p can be computed to ct(p) = f (p) = b0 ln(b1 + b2eb3 p) with b0 = k4, b1 =
k5 − k2k6/k3, b2 = k6/k3, b3 = 1/k1. Figure 1(c) shows ct(p), the corresponding
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Fig. 1 Extraction of the charge transfer curve from experimental data (Fig. 6 in (Kitamura et al,

2002)) subjected to the factor p. The panel (a) shows the experimentally measured mean (circles)

percental increase of the inhibitory decay time p, their maximum (squares) and minimum (dia-

monds) values at the error interval borders and the corresponding fitted functions p(c) (dashed

line for maximum values, dashed-dotted line for the mean value and dotted line for the minimum

values). (b) shows the experimentally measured mean (circles) percental increase of the charge

transfer, their maximum (squares) and minimum (diamonds) values at the error interval borders

and the corresponding functions ct(c), the line coding is the same as in (a). (c) presents the calcu-

lated relation ct(p) for the mean values, the lower and upper value border and the model (red solid

line), see text for model details. The line coding is the same as in (a).

functions obtained from the error borders and the model function (7) with r = 8.5
and we observe good accordance. Consequently the charge transfer model (7) is

reasonable for β2 ≈ 8.5β1.

Since the study on propofol effects in (Kitamura et al, 2002) are based on experi-

ments on rats, it is interesting to link the results to humans. In human general anaes-

thesia, the value EC50 gives the concentration of the anesthetic agent for which 50

of 100 subjects are anesthesized, i.e. do not respond to external stimuli or surgical

incision. For the administration of propofol, a typical concentration is 0.2µM/ml

(∼ 2µg/ml) (Franks and Lieb, 1994), which corresponds to p ≈ 1.2, cf. Fig. 1. For

unit conversion of the propofol concentrations, the rule 1µg≈ 0.1µM holds (Franks

and Lieb, 1994).

Summarizing, increasing the factor p prolongs the decay phase and increases the

charge transfer in inhibitory synapses while maintaining the amplitude of the result-

ing IPSPs constant. Figure 2 shows the simulated temporal impulse response of an

inhibitory GABAA synapse hi as a function of time and the factor p. We observe a

constant amplitude and a prolonged decay phase for increasing p, as desired.

2.3 Multiple resting states

To gain insight into the resting activity of the neural population, first let us investi-

gate the stationary solutions V̄e, V̄i of Eqs. (6), which are assumed constant in space
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h (t)
i

 p

t [ms]

inhibitory response function 

Fig. 2 The temporal impulse response function hi(t) of inhibitory synapses subject to various

values of p taken from (3) and (7). Parameters are set to β 0
1 = 75Hz, β2 = 1000Hz, which are

typical for GABAA-synapses (Koch, 1999).

and time. Introducing the new variables V̄− = V̄e − V̄i and V̄+ = V̄e + V̄i, Eqs. (6)

decouple to

V̄− = aeSE

[

V̄−−ΘE

]

− f (p)aiSI

[

V̄−−ΘI

]

(8)

V̄+ = aeSE

[

V̄−−ΘE

]

+ f (p)aiSI

[

V̄−−ΘI

]

+2V r
E . (9)

Here V̄− is the stationary mean membrane potential which triggers the spike genera-

tion in the neural population at the global resting state. Equations (8), (9) reveal that

it is sufficient to determine V̄− from Eq. (8) to find V̄− and V̄+ and hence the number

of solutions V̄− gives the number of stationary solutions.

A detailed study of the number of roots (Hutt and Longtin, 2009) yields condi-

tions for (a) three resting states for a limited range of values of p and a single resting

state otherwise and (b) a single stationary state for all p. The three stationary solu-

tions have been studied previously in some analytical details by Steyn-Ross et al

(2001) and the single stationary solution has been considered numerically by Bo-

jak and Liley (2005); Molaee-Ardekani et al (2007). These studies are based on the

Liley-model. In the following, we refer to the case of the single stationary solution

as the single solution case and to the case of three stationary solutions as the triple

solution case.

Figure 3 shows the solutions V̄−, and the resulting firing rates of excitatory and

inhibitiory neurons SE(V̄−−ΘE) and SI(V̄−−ΘI), resp., with respect to the weight

factor p. In the triple solution case (Fig. 3(a)), the system starts at a high firing rate
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Fig. 3 The stationary solutions V̄− of Eq. (8), the firing rates of excitatory and inhibitory neurons

SE = SE(V −ΘE) and SI = SI(V −ΘI), respectively,for both solution cases. (a) ΘE > ΘI , ce = ci,

(b) ΘE = ΘI , ce = ci. The specific parameters are (a) ΘE = −53mV, ΘI = −60mV, ce = ci =
0.84/mV, (b) ΘE = ΘI = −60mV, ce = ci = 0.24/mV. Additional parameters are ae = 1mV/s, (a)

ai = 0.2mV/s, (b) ai = 1.4mV/s.

at p = 1 and shows an activity decrease up to point A. Then a further increase of

p causes the stationary excitatory firing activity to discontinuously jump to smaller

values. In addition we observe a top, center and bottom solution branch. Likewise,

the single stationary solution (Fig. 3(b)) exhibits a decrease of the firing rate while

increasing p. However, here the drop of activity is continuous and the firing rate

changes less aprupt than in the triple solution case. Such a continuous decrease of

the firing rate while increasing the propofol concentration has been reported exper-

imentally in cultures of rat neocortical tissue (Antkowiak, 1999).

In mathematical terms, the triple solution case exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation

and the first discontinuous drop of activity at point A. This bifurcation occurs if the

left and right hand side of Eq. (8) exhibit the same derivative with respect to V̄−, i.e.

1 = aeδE(p)−ai f (p)δI(p) . (10)

Here δE(p) = ∂SE [V (p)−ΘE ]/∂V, δI(p) = ∂S[V (p)−ΘI ]/∂V evaluated at V = V̄−
represent the so-called non-linear gains of the system. Since δE(p), δI(p) are the

slopes of the transfer functions SE , SI , they reflect the conversion of membrane

potentials to the spike firing activity. In contrast to the triple solution case, the single

stationary solution does not show this activity drop and exhibits 1 > aeδE(p)−
ai f (p)δI(p) for all values of p, i.e. condition (10) never holds.
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2.4 The biphasic power spectrum

A prominent measure to determine the depth of general anaesthesia is the power

spectrum of the subject’s electroencephalogram (EEG). As outlined in section 1, the

prominent effect in power spectra during general anaesthesia is the biphasic change

of frequency power while increasing the propofol concentration, i.e. the increase

and then decrease of spectral power in the δ−, θ−, α− and β− band. To model

this change of the power spectrum with respect to the factor p, the subsequent para-

graphs derive the power spectrum of the EEG. The derivation of the power spectrum

follows previous studies on the effect of finite axonal conduction speed on the activ-

ity of neural populations involving a single neuron type (Hutt and Atay, 2007; Hutt

and Frank, 2005).

The power spectrum

The power spectrum represents a statistical measure of the system’s linear response

to a spatio-temporal external input. This input might originate from other neural

populations and is assumed small compared to the resting states V̄e, V̄i defined by

Eqs. (8), (9). Moreover the power spectrum is defined in the linear regime and the

system remains close to the resting state if it is linearly stable, see Hutt and Longtin

(2009) for a detailed study of the systems’ stability. In the following, we assume that

the system is stable, i.e. small perturbations do not repel the system too far from its

stationary state determined in section 2.3.

Considering the excitatory external input Γ (x, t), the identities L̂e,ihe,i(t) = δ (t)
and linear terms only, Eqs. (6) read

ue(x, t) = aeδE

∫ t

−∞
dτhe(t − τ) (11)

×
∫

Ω
dyKe(x− y)

(

ue(y,τ −
|x− y|

v
)−ui(y,τ −

|x− y|
v

)

)

+Γ (x, t)

ui(x, t) = aiδI f ω2
0

∫ t

−∞
dτhi(t − τ)

×
∫

Ω
dyKi(x− y)

(

ue(y,τ −
|x− y|

v
)−ui(y,τ −

|x− y|
v

)

)

(12)

The variables ue(x, t) = Ve(x, t)− V̄e and ui(x, t) = Vi(x, t)− V̄i denote the devia-

tions from the stationary states V̄e and V̄i and depend linearly on the evoked currents

in the membrane, that are present in the dendritic tree and its surrounding. These

evoked currents propagate along the dendritic branch towards and away from the

trigger zone at the neuron soma. Since excitatory and inhibitory currents add up at

the trigger zone and have different signs, the corresponding potentials also sum up

at the trigger zone. This means the effective membrane potential ue(x, t)−ui(x, t) is
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proportional to the current that flows in the tissue close to the dendritic branch and

along the dendritic branch. This physical effect is supposed to represent the origin

of the EEG since the evoked current represents a current dipole that generates the

electromagnetic activity on the scalp. Such currents are measured experimentally

by electrodes in the neural tissue and the corresponding potentials are the LFPs.

Consequently LFPs reflect the dendritic currents or correspondingly the membrane

potentials on the dendrites. Since the EEG represents the spatial average of the den-

dritic activity in a good approximation, cf. the book of Nunez and Srinivasan (2006),

we consider the effective membrane potential u(x, t) = ue(x, t)− ui(x, t) which is

proportional to the dendritic currents.

The neural population activity is assumed to be in a stationary state in the pres-

ence of the external stationary input. Then the ergodicity assumption holds and the

power spectrum of u(x, t) at the spatial location x is given by the relation

PLFP(x,ω) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dτ CLFP(x,τ)eiωτ (13)

with the autocorrelation function CLFP(x,τ) = 〈u(x, t)u(x, t − τ)〉 and the ensemble

average 〈· · · 〉, i.e. the average over many realizations.

The external input to the network Γ (x, t) represents the excitatory synaptic re-

sponses to random fluctuations uncorrelated in space and time ξ (x, t) with 〈ξ (x, t)〉=
0, 〈ξ (x, t)ξ (y,T )〉= Qδ (x−y)δ (t −T ) and the fluctuation strength Q and the input

reads

Γ (x, t) =
∫ t

−∞
dτhe(t − τ)ξ (x,τ) (14)

with the synaptic response function he(t) taken from Eq. (2). To obtain the auto-

correlation function, we apply linear response theory (Hutt and Longtin, 2009) and

find

CLFP(x,τ) =
Q

(2π)3

∫ ∞

−∞
dk

∫ ∞

−∞
dω |G̃(k,ω)|2|h̄e(ω)|2e−iωτ . (15)

Here

G̃(k,ω) =
1√
2π

(

1−
∞

∑
n=0

Ln(k,ω) (−iω)n

)−1

is the Fourier transform of the Greens function with

Ln(k,ω) =
1

n!

(

−1

v

)n ∫ ∞

0
dt
(

aeδEhe(t)K̃
n
e (k)−aiδI f ω2

0 hi(t)K̃
n
i (k)

)

eiωt ,

K̃n(k) =
∫

Ω
dzK(z)|z|ne−ikz,

h̄e(ω) =
∫ ∞

0
dthe(t)e

iωt .
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Then applying the Wiener-Khinchine theorem the power spectrum is computed

to

PLFP(x,ν) =
Q

(2π)7/2

∫ ∞

−∞
dk |G̃(k,ν)|2|h̄e(ν)|2. (16)

with the frequency ν = ω/2π . Equations (15) and (16) reveal that the correlation

function and the power spectrum are independent of the spatial location which re-

flects the spatial homogeneity of the population.

To obtain the power spectrum of the EEG, we take into account the large distance

of the EEG-electrode from the neural sources and the spatial low-pass filtering of the

scalp and bone (Srinivasan et al, 1998; Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006). Then as a first

good approximation the EEG activity represents the spatial summation of electric

activity uEEG(t) =
∫

Ω dx u(x, t). Here we assume that the EEG-electrodes are far

from the neural population compared to the spatial extension of the population. This

is reasonable since EEG is measured on the scalp, which typically has a distance of

a few centimeters from neural areas with a diameter of a few millimeters.

Assuming the external input as the excitatory synaptic response to uncorrelated

random fluctuations, we obtain finally

CEEG(τ) = Q(2π)2
∫ ∞

−∞
dω |G̃(0,ω)|2|h̄e(ω)|2e−iωτ . (17)

PEEG(ν) =
Q√
2π

|G̃(0,ν)|2|h̄e(ν)|2 (18)

with the fluctuation strength Q. Equation (18) represents the power spectrum of the

EEG measured on the scalp and, hence, the quantity that is measured in general

anaesthesia. The advantage of this detailed mathematical formulation is the possi-

bility of an analytical study of the bi-phasic power spectrum behavior. This study

has been performed in a recent work (Hutt and Longtin, 2009) and conditions for

the occurence of the bi-phasic spectrum have been derived analytically.

The biphasic spectrum

At first we impose the condition that the power increases at low frequencies when

increasing the propofol concentration, i.e. dPEEG(0)/d p > 0. For the triple solution

case, this condition yields

ae/ai > e−c̄η

(

1−ρ

1−ρec̄η

(

1+ρec̄η

1+ρ

)3

f +
1−δEae +δIai f

Smc̄ai

(1+ρec̄η)3

(1+ρ)(1−ρec̄η)

)

(19)

with ρ(p) = exp(−c̄(V̄−−ΘI)) and η = ΘE −ΘI > 0. We find that the parameter

regime of the power enhancement is large for shallow firing rate functions (Hutt and

Longtin, 2009). Figure 4(a) shows the power spectrum enhancement for the triple
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solution case and we observe a bi-phasic behavior in the spectrum.

To extend the imposed conditions on the power spectrum, the experimental find-

ings also stipulate the decrease of power at large frequencies for large values of p.

Hence the condition for a power increase at low frequencies and a power decrease

at high frequencies read dPEEG(0)/d p > 0 and dPEEG(ν)/d p < 0,ν ≫ 0, respec-

tively. For a large but finite axonal conduction speed, we find the conditions (Hutt

and Longtin, 2009)

dPEEG(0)/d p > 0 → ae/ai >
∂

∂ p
( f (p)δI(p))/

∂δE(p)

∂ p

dPEEG(ν)/d p < 0 → dL0,r

d p
(1−L0,r) > 0

(20)

with

L0,r = Ae(ν)δE(p)−Ai(p,ν)δI(p) f (p)ω2
0 (p)

Ae(ν) =
1− (2πν)2

1+(2πν)2(γ2
e −2)+(2πν)4

,

Ai(p,ν) =
ω2

0 (p)− (2πν)2

ω4
0 (p)+(2πν)2(γ2

i (p)−ω2
0 (p))+(2πν)4

.

The conditions (20) define the parameter set for bi-phasic behavior. We focus on

the single solution case and apply a numerical parameter search in c̄,ai,β1 which

satisfies conditions (20) considering the result β2 = 8.5β1 from section 2.2. Fig-

ure 4(b) presents the spectral power enhancement for a set of parameters obtained

numerically. The power in the δ−, θ - and α−band exhibits a sequential increase

and decrease of power in according to experiments. Moreover the maxima of the

α− and δ−,θ−power occur at p ≈ 1.4 and p ≈ 1.6 and thus at concentrations

1µM (∼ 0.5µg) and 2µM (∼ 1.1µg), respectively. These concentrations are sim-

ilar to medical effect-site concentrations during surgery and Fig. 4(b) shows good

accordance to the biphasic behavior observed experimentally in general anaesthesia.

3 Summary

The presented work introduces a novel neural population model to describe math-

ematically the effect of the anaesthetic propofol on the EEG-power spectrum. The

study shows a bi-phasic spectrum in the presence of both multiple states and a single

state. On the one hand, it can be concluded, that multiple states are not necessary

to gain a bi-phasic power spectrum. Since the loss of consciousness (LOC) during

anaesthesia is related to the bi-phasic behavior, one may argue that LOC may occur

in the presence of a single stable state. Consequently the jump between stable states
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Fig. 4 Spectral power enhancement Pe(p) for the triple (a) and single (b) solution case. Here it is

Pr(p) = 10log10(PEEG(p)/PEEG(p = 1)) in the corresponding frequency bands, and the frequency

bands are defined in the intervals [0.1Hz;4Hz] (δ -band), [4Hz;8Hz] (θ -band), [8Hz;12Hz] (α-

band) and [12Hz;20Hz] (β -band). Parameters are (a) ΘE = −50mV,ΘI = −60mV, ce = ci =
0.114/mV and ai = 1.4mVs on the top branch, (b) ΘE = ΘI = −60mV, ce = ci = 0.038/mV

and ai = 0.2mVs. Other parameters are ae = 1.0mVs, β2 = 5780Hz, β1 = 680Hz, α1 = 222Hz,

α2 = 5000Hz.

at the LOC as argued by Steyn-Ross et al. is not necessary to observe the LOC.

On the other hand, a very recent experimental study on insects and mammals

of Friedman et al (1992) demonstrates that changing the anaesthetic concentration

in neural tissue induces phase transitions with hysteresis. This transition is indepen-

dent of the pharmaco-dynamics and -kinetics of the agent. Consequently increasing

the anaesthetic agent concentration yields a drop of neural population activity from

high activity to low activity, which may explain the loss of consciousness as a loss

of neural activity. More future experimental and theoretical work on this topic will

elucidate the details of the LOC.
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